Abstract

Capability Hardware Enhanced RISC Instructions (CHERI) supplement the conventional Memory Management Unit (MMU) with Instruction-Set Architecture (ISA) extensions that implement an in-address-space capability-system model. CHERI capabilities can also underpin a hardware-software object-capability model for scalable application compartmentalization that can mitigate broader classes of attack. This paper describes ISA additions to CHERI that support fast protection-domain switching, not only in terms of low cycle count, but also efficient memory sharing with mutual distrust. We propose ISA support for sealed capabilities, hardware-assisted checking during protection-domain switching, a lightweight capability flow-control model, and fast register clearing – while retaining the flexibility of a software-defined protection-domain transition model. We validate this approach through a full-system experimental design including ISA extensions, FPGA prototype (implemented in Bluespec SystemVerilog), and software stack including OS (based on FreeBSD), compiler (based on LLVM), software compartmentalization model, and open-source applications.
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1 Introduction

Vulnerability mitigation is a key tenet of contemporary computer-system design. Deployed systems commonly employ two approaches: exploit mitigation (which targets attack-vector characteristics such as remote code injection) and software compartmentalization (which limits privileges and further attack surfaces available to attackers [5, 11, 15]). In compartmentalization, applications are decomposed into isolated (“sandboxed”) components that are granted only selected access to system and application resources. Unlike exploit mitigation, compartmentalization does not depend on knowledge of specific attack vectors, and is resistant to an arms race as attack and defense co-evolve.

Compartmentalization relies on two underlying trustworthy primitives, typically provided through a blend of hardware and software: strong isolation, often implemented using Operating-System (OS) process models grounded in virtual memory, and controlled communication, implemented as Inter-Process Communication (IPC) between processes. These primitives were designed for coarse-grained isolation – e.g., whole applications or even virtual machines; they limit compartmentalization scalability in the number of domains, rate of domain switches, and degree of memory sharing. This prevents use of more granular decompositions in larger, security-sensitive applications such as OpenSSH [11] and Chromium [12].

The Capability Hardware Enhanced RISC Instructions (CHERI) ISA is a set of incrementally adoptable architectural extensions for scalable, in-address-space memory protection via a hybrid capability model [19] [2] [16]. CHERI supplements the conventional Memory Management Unit (MMU) used to implement virtual-memory-based processes with an in-process, compiler-directed, fine-grained, capability-based memory-protection model. CHERI capabilities are used by the compiler to implement strong protection for pointers, and are saved/restored during context switches between domains at a low fixed cost, rather than relying on associative caches such as the MMU’s Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) that must be flushed and reloaded from in-memory tables. CHERI capabilities optimize sharing by allowing cheap delegation and avoiding aliasing problems experienced by TLBs as memory sharing increases. These properties are critical to scaling up intra-application compartmentalization that is characterized by frequent domain crossings and extensive memory sharing.

We have used CHERI’s ISA facilities as a foundation to build a software object-capability model supporting orders of magnitude greater compartmental-
talization performance, and hence granularity, than current designs. We use capabilities to build a hardware-software domain-transition mechanism and programming model suitable for safe communication between mutually distrusting software. We extend our CHERI ISA and FPGA-based processor prototype with sealed capabilities, hardware-accelerated object invocation, and fast register clearing, and the CHERI software stack (LLVM compiler [7] and FreeBSD OS [9]) with a domain-transition calling convention and a userspace object-capability model. While CHERI learns from prior capability systems, such as HYDRA [20] and the M-Machine [1], we focus on deploying protection with current C-language Trusted Computing Bases (TCBs), composing both capability-system and MMU-based virtual-memory models.

In this paper, we describe CHERI’s hybrid capability-system model, which enables fast domain switching, and also efficient memory sharing between mutually distrusting domains, while retaining flexibility through a software-defined and hardware-enforced compartmentalization model. We present refinements to our CHERI object-capability mechanism, published in the 2015 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy [16], placing greater focus on architectural and microarchitectural performance. We introduce support for fast clearing of general-purpose and capability registers to efficiently prevent leaks. We also present a cycle-level analysis of the CHERI domain-switch mechanism, exploring tradeoffs between hardware optimization and software flexibility, and of the impact on microarchitectural elements such as TLB and cache misses.

2 Approach

Aimed at C-Language TCBs, CHERI extends conventional MMU-based hardware and software protection with two incrementally deployable capability-based techniques implemented by the ISA, OS, and compiler:

- **Memory capabilities** replace pointers within address spaces, mitigating memory-based attacks [19, 2].

- **Object capabilities** (implemented using memory capabilities) support scalable software compartmentalization [16].

**Capability systems** are hardware, software, or distributed systems designed to implement the principle of least privilege [3, 13]. Capabilities are unforgeable tokens of authority granting rights to objects in the system; they can be selectively delegated between constrained programs to enforce security policies.

CHERI capabilities extend virtual addresses to protect language-level pointers, offering greater integrity via tags, bounds for spatial protection, and permissions to limit use. CHERI capabilities are similar to fat pointers, but also have strong monotonicity properties: Pointer manipulations can only maintain or decrease rights associated with a pointer, not increase them. For example, a pointer whose bounds have been narrowed to a specific memory allocation can neither be used for memory access outside of its bounds, nor be transformed into one that can. Capability integrity is enforced in memory via tags – attempts to overwrite some or all of a pointer in memory will atomically clear the tag. CHERI’s capability mechanism provides fine-grained, efficient, and effective protection for in-address-space memory (e.g., heap or stack allocations). Unlike many historic “pure” hardware capability systems [8], CHERI’s hybrid capability-system architecture retains a conventional MMU, supporting a broad range of software models as illustrated in Figure 1 – and strong compatibility with contemporary C-language software.

In **software compartmentalization** (a.k.a. privilege separation), vulnerabilities are mitigated by decomposing applications into isolated components – each granted only the rights it requires to operate [5, 11]. For example, in conventional process-based compartmentalization, gunzip decompression can be executed in a sandbox that has been delegated only capabilities for the files being read from and written to. A successful exploit in the decompression code will yield only those limited rights, requiring the attacker to find and exploit further vulnerabilities. **Compartmentalization granularity** describes the degree of program decomposition. Fine-grained compartmentalization improves mitigation by virtue of the princi-
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Figure 1: CHERI supports a spectrum of hardware-software architectures.

3 Architecture

We begin by briefly describing CHERI memory protection. CHERI extends the 64-bit MIPS ISA with compiler-managed, capability-based, intra-address-space memory protection. Although prototyped with respect to the MIPS ISA, the CHERI approach would likely also apply cleanly to other RISC ISAs.

To implement strong pointer protection using capabilities, CHERI supplements the general-purpose MIPS register file with a capability register file. Capability instructions allow 256-bit capabilities to be loaded and stored from memory, inspected and manipulated (e.g., to get or set the bounds), dereferenced via load and store instructions, and to be the target of jump and branch instructions. Capability permissions control what operations can be performed via a capability. Access via a capability is subject to tag validity, relocation relative to its base and offset, and bounds checking relative to its base and length:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>otype (24 bits)</th>
<th>permissions (31 bits)</th>
<th>offset (64 bits)</th>
<th>base (64 bits)</th>
<th>length (64 bits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(v = 1-bit validity tag, s = 1-bit sealed)
Most capability registers are available to compiler and OS-defined Application Binary Interfaces (ABIs), but certain registers are reserved in the ISA. The program-counter capability ($pcc$) extends the MIPS program counter ($pc$) to constrain code execution, and the exception program counter ($epc$) is extended to be the exception program-counter capability ($epcc$). For compatibility, the default data capability ($ddc$) interposes on (or blocks) conventional MIPS loads and stores. Two special capabilities are available during exception handling: the kernel code capability ($kcc$) and kernel data capability ($kdc$).

Guarded manipulation implements monotonicity: instructions cannot increase the rights associated with a capability. Tagged memory associates a 1-bit tag with each physical memory location that can hold a capability, indicating the presence of a valid capability. Stores to, and loads from, capabilities in memory are atomic with their tags, allowing safe concurrent access from multiple cores. The memory accessible to executing code is the transitive closure of capabilities in its capability register file, and any capabilities reachable through those capabilities. At reset, full capabilities are granted to the boot environment, from which point they may be delegated and refined from firmware to OS kernel, OS kernel to userspace, and then within user compartments.

3.1 Object-capability extensions

A CHERI-based object-capability model could be constructed without further ISA extensions: user threads with access to (perhaps overlapping) subsets of the user address space could invoke the software supervisor, which holds a superset of their rights, via system calls to implement controlled communication with asymmetric or mutual distrust. We choose to extend the ISA for several reasons:

- To avoid the kernel needing to maintain parallel structures (e.g., tables of objects that must be searched) to implement encapsulation.
- To avoid the need to expose conventional kernel system calls to sandboxed userspace code, reducing the attack surface.
- To efficiently clear non-argument/return-value registers during domain transition.
- To limit capability propagation to reduce the cost of (and need for) garbage collection.

We therefore implement extensions to CHERI memory protection: sealed capabilities with object types, capability invocation and return, instructions for permission and type checking, instructions to clear capability and general-purpose registers, and capability flow-control permissions limiting propagation.

3.2 Object capabilities

Whereas CHERI memory capabilities refer to bounded regions of memory within the virtual address space, object capabilities refer to software-defined objects whose invocation will trigger an in-address-space protection-domain switch. Object capabilities implement encapsulation, restricting not just caller access to callee-private data, but also callee access to caller-private data, providing a safe foundation for mutual distrust. CHERI object capabilities are invoked in pairs: a sealed code capability describes the code to be executed when an object is invoked (i.e., the class), and a sealed data capability describes an object’s instance-specific data.

To prevent callers from manipulating the internal state of object capabilities (which would violate encapsulation), an object’s code and data capabilities are both sealed, indicated in the ISA by a sealed bit in the capability. Sealed capabilities are immutable: any attempt to manipulate a field of a sealed capability will throw an exception. The sealed bit also prohibits loads (including instruction fetch) and stores. They are otherwise treated as ordinary capabilities with respect to the capability register file and instruction set – and appear as pointers within the programming language.
Sealed code and data capabilities are linked by the \texttt{otype} field, a software-defined \textit{object type} that must be identical for a pair of code and data capabilities to be accepted for joint invocation. Capabilities are sealed using the \texttt{CSeal} instruction, which accepts two capability-register operands: the code or data memory capability to be sealed, and a second capability with the \texttt{Permit Seal} permission set. The virtual address of a capability with \texttt{Permit Seal} set is treated as a type. Object types prevent instance data from being used with the wrong class.

3.3 Object-capability invocation

Object-capability invocation is implemented via the instructions \texttt{CCall}, which invokes a sealed capability pair, and \texttt{CReturn}, which returns to the invoking context. To support a wide variety of software behaviors, the CHERI ISA relies on software exception handlers to partially implement both instructions, allowing the supervisor to implement both synchronous (“call-return” – requiring a reliable return to the caller) and asynchronous (“message passing” or “closure”) semantics.

\texttt{CCall} performs hardware checks (for sealing, suitable permissions, and matching types), selecting an exception vector based on their results. \texttt{CReturn} triggers a software exception handler without checks, and may be eschewed if \texttt{CCall} is used as an asynchronous message-send primitive. The \texttt{CCall} and \texttt{CReturn} mechanisms described by the ISA are not sufficient to implement secure protection-domain transition: the software runtime (including the supervisor and userspace runtime) must ensure that memory allocation and capability distribution implement any required isolation, and that register files have been flushed of sensitive data or rights prior to transition.

\texttt{CUnseal} allows authorized software to remove the \textbf{sealed} bit if it also holds a capability usable to seal the type. This “escape valve” is used by the \texttt{CCall} exception handler to unseal the sealed code and data capabilities. It can also be used by a userspace class to unseal other argument objects.

3.4 Capability flow control

CHERI does not prevent use-after-free or other temporal safety violations in hardware; these are controlled by program, language, or run-time mechanisms – e.g., software invariants or garbage collection. When executing within a single protection domain, rapid memory reuse does not constitute a vulnerability in the model. When memory is passed between protection domains, memory reuse could lead to vulnerability.

To assist the software security model in addressing temporal issues, we have extended the CHERI ISA with a 2-bit capability flow-control model that marks capabilities as either global or local. \textit{Global capabilities}, identified by the \texttt{Global} permission, may be stored via any writable memory capability. \textit{Local capabilities}, without \texttt{Global} set, may be stored only via capabilities that themselves have the \texttt{Permit Store Local} permission set. CheriBSD marks heap references as global, and stack references as local, preventing sharing of stack memory between protection domains. The global/local mechanism restricts only the flow of capabilities, not data.

3.5 Fast register clearing

To prevent information leakage across domain boundaries we must clear unused registers, numerous on RISC processors and increased by capability registers. We introduced \texttt{CClearRegs} instructions to efficiently zero up to 16 registers in a single operation.

4 Microarchitecture

The CHERI FPGA soft-core processor implements a capability register file, capability instructions, and tagged physical memory \cite{cheri}. Minor additions were required to implement compartmentalization-focused ISA extensions, the sealing mechanism, and capability flow control. The costs of these additions were negligible in terms of FPGA resources and critical path, and consumed only a small amount of ISA encoding space.

Efficient implementation of the \texttt{CClearRegs} optimization required modification to the register for-
warding logic. We extended the register file with a zero mask: a single bit for each architectural register indicates whether a read of that register should return zero. Normal writes to a register clear the bit. Should CClearRegs fail to commit, the original register values become readable again.

5 Compiler

We modified the LLVM C front end, MIPS back end, and target-independent optimizers to support fine-grained memory protection and our ISA extensions. We modified around 8KLoC, from a total of just under 2MLoC in LLVM/Clang.

By default, the CHERI LLVM compiler generates code to provide precise memory protection: capabilities are used wherever possible to limit accidental buffer overruns, protect pointers (including those used in control flow) from corruption in memory, and so on. However, the underlying assumption is one of mutual trust: callees and callers make no attempt to limit leakage of data or capabilities between them, as they are within the same protection domain. Substantially more care is required when crossing protection-domain boundaries. Leaking a capability from a caller to a callee (or vice versa) could have serious integrity, confidentiality, and availability implications.

The compiler implements a new calling convention, CHERI_CCall, for functions that can be invoked across domains. With knowledge of the function type, only the compiler is aware of which argument and return-value registers are used. Thus it generates code that clears unused argument registers in the caller context, and unused return registers in the callee context. CCall and CReturn are responsible for clearing other registers.

6 Operating system

We extended CheriBSD, an adaptation of FreeBSD that supports CHERI memory protection, to implement a lightweight, in-process object-capability model. Kernel changes, summarized in Table I, add roughly 4KLoC to the approximately 13MLoC kernel.

The CheriBSD object-capability model revolves around the notion of a per-thread trusted stack that links a chain of disjoint, per-compartment stacks used by each object executing in the thread. The trusted stack is initially empty, with the first thread of the first process executing with ambient authority (global $pcc$ and $ddc$). On each invocation, CCall saves a code and data capability that CReturn will use to resume. The caller is responsible for setting the invoked data capability ($idc$) to a memory region (typically on the caller’s stack) that contains everything needed to restore state.

CCall, illustrated here in pseudocode, checks that the provided sealed code ($scc$) and data ($sdc$) capabilities are valid and properly sealed, and have matching types and suitable permissions:

```c
/* ISA validation of CCall arguments. */
if ((!$scc.valid || !$sdc.valid) ||
    !$scc.sealed || !$sdc.sealed) ||
    ($scc.type != $sdc.type) ||
    (!$scc.perms & EXECUTE) ||
    (!$sdc.perms & EXECUTE) ||
    ($scc.offset >= $scc.length))
    throw_exception();

/* Software exception handler. */
if (capregs.has_local_args())
    throw_exception();
if (trusted_stack.full())
    throw_exception();
trusted_stack.push($epcc);
trusted_stack.push($idc);
$epcc = cunseal($kcc, $scc);
$idc = cunseal($kdc, $sdc);
mipsregs.clear_nonargument();
capregs.clear_nonargument();
```

It also checks that argument capabilities are either untagged or have the Global permission. It pushes the current $pcc$ and $idc$ onto the trusted stack, and installs unsealed versions of the new code and data capabilities in $pcc$ and $idc$. CCall clears any non-argument registers; this could be done by the caller and callee, but clearing here allows both sides to rely on it always happening, avoiding the need to clear
registers in both to prevent leakage or accidental use of leaked data or capabilities.

**CReturn** has the simpler tasks of validating that any returned capability is global or NULL, clearing non-return registers, and popping and restoring $pcc$ and $idc$:

```c
/* Software exception handler. */
if (capregs.has_local_retval())
    throw_exception();
if (trusted_stack.empty())
    throw_exception();
$idc = trusted_stack.pop();
$epcc = trusted_stack.pop();
mipsregs.clear_nonreturnval();
capregs.clear_nonreturnval();
```

The kernel accepts system calls only from classes that have the software-defined **User.Syscall** permission, ensuring that access to system resources can be mediated by in-process system objects.

### 7 Evaluation

#### 7.1 Memory-protection performance

CHERI enables the compiler to represent all pointers as capabilities. This primarily imposes a cost in memory footprint due to larger pointers. To measure worst-case overheads for linked-list and tree-traversal operations, we compiled the pointer-intensive Olden microbenchmark suite to use capabilities for all pointers. The average execution-time overhead is 46%. This is near the overhead limit, with less pointer-heavy applications typically exhibiting an overhead well below 10%. Reducing the size of capabilities and making more selective use of capabilities present further opportunities for optimization. Detailed results are available in previous publications [19](#) [2](#).

#### 7.2 Domain-crossing optimizations

To better understand object invocation costs with CHERI, we traced **best-case** invoke and return for a zero-byte **memcpy**. Figure 2 shows the cycle costs of the two domain transitions and sandboxed workload divided into phases.

A large cost lies in validating that capability arguments and return values conform to CheriBSD **Ccall** semantics and capability-flow policies. Incorporating object type checking into the **Ccall** instruction achieves modest gains of 44 cycles (5.5%). Checking for local capability arguments is costly, as a sequence of seven instruction is required for each of ten argument registers. An ISA extension could reduce this cost, but as the validation is specific to CheriBSD’s compartment memory model, there is a tradeoff between generality and performance.

Clearing unused argument and return registers (including capabilities) to limit leaked data and attacks is also a significant cost. The **CClearRegs** instruction, with a modified kernel and compiler,
enables a further reduction of 172 cycles (21%).

Other significant costs include saving and restoring callee-save registers (12 general purpose, 11 capability), manipulating the trusted stack, trap overhead (four-fold for the call and return sequence), and cache and TLB usage if invocations are infrequent.

The final bar on Figure 2 shows a hypothetical pure-hardware, single-cycle domain crossing similar to the M-Machine [1]. This instruction unseals the code and data operands if their types match, and jumps directly into the sandbox. This hypothetical model sacrifices the trusted intermediary implemented by the kernel handler, losing the trusted stack and hence call-return semantics. It would lose the added assurance of having register clearing performed by an intermediary and system-wide guarantees as to the capability-flow policy. This model would eliminate another 145 cycles from the fastest software-handler case (18.1%), but at the expense of security and flexibility in the software model.

### 7.3 Domain-crossing performance

We performed an experiment to compare the cost of different compartmentalization mechanisms, and explore how they scale with the quantity of data transferred across protection boundaries:

**pipe** transfers to a sandbox process via a UNIX pipe  
**shmem** transfers to a sandbox process through shared memory using a semaphore for synchronization  
**CHERI** transfers to an in-process sandbox via a CHERI capability and **CCall**

**func** performs a simple unprotected function call to **memcpy**

Figure 3 shows the execution time for each method as the payload increases. While **memcpy** dominates as the payload grows, each domain-crossing mechanism has different fixed costs. A CHERI call/return gives a fixed overhead of around 500 cycles over a function call, whereas the other cases have much higher overhead (>17,000 cycles) from system calls and OS synchronization. The overhead for all shared-memory implementations is dominated by the cost of domain crossing for small payloads, but by the cost of cache and then TLB misses at larger sizes. The pipe case performs additional data copies and converges to about 6 times more expensive for larger data sizes.

### 7.4 Macrobenchmark: library compartmentalization

Transparent and efficient library compartmentalization is a major benefit of the CHERI approach. We demonstrate this through a compartmentalized **zlib** that performs compression in a sandbox, allowing all linked applications to receive security benefit. In Figure 4, we show the time **gzip** takes to compress files of varying sizes using CHERI compartmentalization, process-based Capsicum compartmentalization, and an unmodified **zlib** library. Process-based compartmentalization incurs linear overhead as it must transfer data using IPC, whereas CHERI shares memory using capabilities and experiences a small, near-constant, overhead due to domain-switch costs.
8 Related work

Capability systems have a long history \cite{3, 8, 13}, with hardware-software systems such as the tagged and typed-object PSOS design \cite{10} and the CAP \cite{17} implementation – ideas adopted in operating systems such as HYDRA \cite{20}, and seL4 \cite{6}, and FreeBSD using Capsicum \cite{15}.

CheriBSD’s object-capability model is strongly influenced by HYDRA: our trusted stack records synchronous object invocations able to pass typed capabilities between protection domains within a thread of execution. Whereas HYDRA used an MMU-based model with kernel-implemented capabilities, CHERI capabilities are represented in the ISA.

CHERI is also strongly influenced by M-Machine \cite{1}, which implemented fine-grained memory capabilities with tagged memory. Whereas M-Machine implemented an asynchronous model (reasonably described as secure closures, combining code and data references in entry and return capabilities, allowing a single-instruction call/return mechanism), CheriBSD implements secure object invocation based on a TCB-maintained reliable return stack, and separate code and data capabilities. CHERI’s exception-handler-based approach can support a range of software-defined models including the M-Machine model. Unlike M-Machine, CHERI maintains source-code and binary compatibility with current software stacks through a conventional MMU, process model, C language, and interoperable ABIs.

Prior hardware research has explored other models for efficient domain crossing. Mondriaan is an access-control-centered approach based on a table-based mechanisms representing in-address-space security domains, and runs an adaptation of Linux \cite{18}. PUMP provides a software-defined tagged model based on a clean-slate ISA approach, able to constrain information flow \cite{4}. CODOMs provides code-centric, rather than object-centric, domains, where the current PC determines the accessible memory based on tags attached to page-table entries \cite{14}. It provides low-latency switching by jumping between code domains but restricts each domain to a single instance. Data can be passed between domains using
fine-grained capabilities, but no fine-grained memory
or pointer safety is provided within domains. Revo-
cation is provided either by “synchronous” capabil-
ities that survive in registers only for the duration
of a cross-domain call, or using in-memory counters
to invalidate “asynchronous” capabilities referencing
the counter.

Further related work is considered in our papers
on CHERI memory protection [19], C-language sup-
port [2], and compartmentalization [16].

9 Availability

We have released the CHERI hardware and software
stacks, specifications, and manuals, as open source:

http://www.cheri-cpu.org/

Our experimental data is available at:

https://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/research/security/

ctsrd/data/

10 Conclusion

Software compartmentalization is a critical and widely
deployed vulnerability mitigation technique. However,
compartmentalization scalability is limited by current
process architectures – in particular, the use of table-
oriented virtual addressing as the means of constructing
isolated compartments, and IPC as the means of commu-
nicating between them. We describe how CHERI memory
protection can – with only minor additions and optimiza-
tions – supplement virtual addressing as a scheme to sup-
port fast domain switching with efficient shared memory.
We demonstrate substantial performance improvement,
and a high level of compatibility with current systems-
software designs.
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